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About This Game

Grid Gunner is a top down 2D arcade racing game where reaching the end of each track in one piece is your primary goal.

Face many different challenges on tracks littered with deadly obstacles.
Fight, adapt and think fast to navigate your way to the finish line.

Overcome the many obstacles and try different routes to find the optimal path through each of the tracks.

Key features

12 Tracks in 4 different Zones

Various dangers and challenges to overcome

Straight up arcade action

Rock Sound Track
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Title: Grid Gunner
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Studio Cypix
Publisher:
Studio Cypix
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018
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A fun little puzzle game! The 50 levels seemed to fly by, but I had fun with it. Worth picking up if you want something to kill
an hour or so with.. Not bad for a HOG. More than just find the objects, you have to connect most items to make something
else, ie. sail and a boat to create a completed ship. Only thing that really plagues this release is the achievements, over half won't
unlock. As of today, only 21/43 unlock, the rest are "unlocked" by 1.4% of users who glitched them. I'd still recommend the
game though.. I love the Sherlock games, I truly do. But this games puzzles were beyond challenging. They're frustrating and
way too intricate. The game is really short once you give up on the puzzles and look up a guide. Compared to the other Sherlock
games, this was very kid-friendly but not brains-friendly. It ended up being pretty boring and tedious.. Consider this a paid
expansion of Car Mechanic Simulator 2014, with a new vehicle type. There are some camera issues (american muffler, good
luck) and translation issues ("check/repair front suspension" -- also had to check rear suspension...) -- it's a bit unrefined. But if
you like how CMS14 had a set number of authored missions that increased in difficulty, this is your best bet for more.. Not a
really game.
But one of the first experiences that VR had to offer,
and one of the best "First Experiences" of VR is shown to people who have never tried it before.
Welcome to ArkPark.
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My first interactive novel, I decided to just buy this since it is dirt cheap and I was bored.

My money was well spent, it definitely made me feel like I was on a pirate adventure.

My only complaint is that there is not any♥♥♥♥♥♥options. I mean I am the Butt Pirate, I need the option for me
to♥♥♥♥♥♥my victims.

Also, for those wondering about the novel based on the trailer, this isn't a SJW novel that has heavy themes on gender and
sexuality. Even though about half of the trailer advertises these features, it really amounts to less than 5 choices in the game.
There just tiny options that don't really affect much about the game, they are not shuffed in your face like how I thought they
would be.. I think this game is pretty fun to play, even if some parts of it need to be touched up. Graphics are fairly sharp, and I
haven't experienced any major performance issues running this game on my lower-end machine. The gameplay does mostly as
advertised and requires you to be efficient in production and sales. There are a few random events thrown at you shown through
news reports which will affect your production line, applying for new loans, or interest rates on existing loans. The market is a
neat mechanic where you can see the impacts of competition when making similar products to your rivals. All in all, for me, the
pros outweigh the cons. I think the user interface could use some work to be a little more accessible and intuitive, and some new
features could also be introduced. The market and economy system should demonstrate price elasticity in different products a
little better. And the AI could be more challenging or at least given a head start in the industry to make the game more
challenging. But even as it is, I'm going to keep playing because it's pretty fun starting up new companies and building them up
to be veritable industry titans.

. This game is
10% luck
20% skill
15% concentrated power of will
5% pleasure
50% pain
and 100% reason to purchase this game. its has a great improvement in art ,story, the interests of the game and character ,i love
it. I used to love playing bomberman, its classic. This game brings it back without bugs,performance issues, lags. It's got a bigger
community than I expected too. Lobbys seem to fill up no problem... Worth the install. Basic, fun, free game. funny little game
20 minutes of fun memes and tech jokes.. Wow... first impression: VERY impressive! Loved the battle chess mode (for all, who
don't need the "3D animated moves"... you can disable it! Of course it is obligatory for the battle scenes). The fighting
mechanics are well done and the system manages to keep up a good balance for attackers/defenders (since you can completely
undermine the rules of chess in this game mode).

Unfortunately, I believe, that's all the game is good for... Normal chess can be played on a gazillion free platforms and the rest is
rather a cheap version of Chivalry to me. Those who enjoy multiplayer meelee games, should give it a try. You get the game for
under a Buck on {LINK REMOVED}
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